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Current Roster
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August, 2015

E-Mail: News@VictoryAviation.org
MEETING NOTE: In case of poor driving conditions
(heavy snow, ice, rain, etc.), typhoons, locust plagues,
floods, famine, or the zombie apocalypse, call Alan
Koch (Business) or Herb Porter (Tour Group/Safety)
for meeting status. Phone list on page 2.

Upcoming Events
Check this space each month for upcoming Tour
Group and other aviation events

Tour Group
Anyone wanting to post a trip they’d like some
company on please send the info to:
News@VictoryAviation.org



REMINDERS
All meetings are held at 7:00 pm on the third Tuesday
of each month. This month’s meeting will be held at
Richard’s Pizza in Fairfield, located at 495 Nilles Rd.,
approximately two miles west of Rt. 4.
COME EARLY: SOCIAL HOUR FROM 6:00 to 7:00.

Need a map? http://goo.gl/maps/FzWPe
Next Club Mtg.
Next Tour Group/Safety Mtg.
No meeting in July.

Oct 17, 2017
Sept 19, 2017

Other Aviation Events


Please send any event news to
News@VictoryAviation.org

IMPORTANT NOTICE!!
Please send all changes to the people listed below,
as appropriate. Everything except news items or
emergency information should be sent to
PilotInfo@VictoryAviation.org, as shown below. If
you have new or updated information or status
changes of any sort, here’s where to send it and
whom to contact:
News Items for the Newsletter:
News@VictoryAviation.org
Information/Photos for the Web Site:
Webmaster@VictoryAviation.org
The following information ALL goes to:
PilotInfo@VictoryAviation.org
• Roster information changes and updates
(address, phone, etc.)
• Email address changes
• Resignations/Requests for Inactive Status
•

BFR and/or medical certification date
changes (updates to the info on your bill)

ICE (In Case of Emergency) contact info:
Alan Koch, (Primary);
President@VictoryAviation.org
Herb Porter (Secondary):

CURRENT AIRCRAFT RATES
The rates for each aircraft, as listed below, are
current as of the newsletter publication date,
based on current fuel prices.
351VA (Dakota)
$128/hr
352VA (Archer)
$95/hr
355VA (Skyhawk/Trainer)
$79/hr
356VA (Saratoga)
$143/hr
9515Q (Skyhawk)
$95/hr

FROM THE TOWER
As some of you may have heard, Herb will be
going inactive, starting Oct, 1 for at least six
months. This presents a few issues within the club

that we need to address during the month of
September.
First, Herb instructs the majority of the pilots. He
will not be instructing for the next six months. So
we need to have our current instructors listed on
our roster step up and help out. I will be
reaching out to them soon to understand their
intentions. Some are getting benefits from being
an instructor but are not actively instructing for
the club. This will be addressed in the next
meeting.
Second, I am going to propose creating a position
of Hangar Captain which, hopefully, will have the
same benefits as plane captain. Again, this will
have to be approved by the club, but we will start
discussions now and at the next meeting (not a
business meeting).
Duties will include (but not limited to):
1. Picking up the dirty windshield rags and
taking them home to wash
2. Filling up the cleaning solution bottles in
each hangar
3. Emptying the trash in each hangar
4. Cleaning out the hangars
5. Putting down new kitty litter
6. Etc.
If anyone is interested now in picking up these
duties until we make it official, let me know. This
is at least a weekly job, as Herb was doing it
almost every day that he was there.
Third, we will have an open position for a club
Trustee in the December elections. More on this
later. But for the remainder of the year, Dave
Babcock will fill in as Head Trustee starting in
October.
Fourth, we are looking for someone(s) to take
over as the Tour group leader. Herb has done
this role for (ever?).
Last, this club is Herb. He has made it what it is
today. We are grateful for everything he has done
(the above is only a small portion) over the years,
and I still have yet to figure out how many years
that has been. I can’t ask the Wright brothers on
when Herb started in aviation. Hopefully, his next
adventure will be completed in a timely fashion
and he’ll be back in 6-7 months.
~ Alan Koch, President
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WAKE TURBULENCE

Annual Currency Forms
A copy of the Annual Currency Form has been
included with this issue of the newsletter. It will
also be posted on the Club web site.
Annual Currency Forms (as required by Club
Operating Rules) are due no later than November
15th. A copy of the Currency Form is included
with this issue of the newsletter.
The deadline is November 15th, with NO
EXCEPTIONS! This gives you 60 days, as
required by Club rules, to get it filled out and
submitted. After this date, your scheduling and
flying privileges WILL be suspended until we
receive the Currency Form.
It takes only a few minutes, so why not do it as
soon as it arrives and get it out of the way while
it’s still fresh in your mind? We don’t want
anyone left sitting on the ground and we hate
being the bad guy, so please don’t be a dunce and
be one of the few stragglers who get grounded
every year.
Please note the following:
•

•
•

•

There are TWO versions of the Currency
Form; be SURE to use the correct version.
The Word file is for filling out on your
computer; the PDF file is for printing and
filling out by hand (note that it is set up with
space in which to write).
Hard copies ONLY; e-mail submissions will
NOT be accepted.
DO NOT send in your Currency Form
with your bill payment – it goes to the
Safety Officer, NOT to the Treasurer.
Please mail it in a separate envelope to the
address at the top of the form.
If you lose the form file, they are available
on the website.

Thanks in advance for your cooperation!
~ Jan Jansen, Safety Officer

MAINTENANCE & PLANNING
352VA
 Oil change
 Replaced left cracked window
355VA
 Oil Change
 Replaced spark plugs
351VA
 Baggage door strap replaced
 Oil change
 Replaced spark plugs
9515Q
 New tire
 Fixed right cabin door window latch
356VA
 Annual Completed and fixed all squawks
 New spark plugs
 Fixed vacuum warning enunciator light
 New exhaust pipes and mufflers
 ELT inspection
~ David Oriskovich, Planning Officer

SAFETY SOAPBOX

Flying Under BasicMed as a Safety Pilot
~by Jared Allen—AOPA—September 1, 2017
Jared Allen is AOPA’s Legal Services Plan (LSP) senior staff
attorney and is an instrument-rated private pilot. He provides
initial consultations to pilots through the LSP when the FAA has
contacted them about potential FAR violations. Jared has helped
numerous pilots successfully navigate through compliance actions.

With a quick review of what it means to act as a
safety pilot and the relevant limitations of
BasicMed, pilots flying under these rules may find
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it easier to determine when they can act as a
safety pilot.

“Can I fly under BasicMed and act as a safety
pilot?” is a common question, and for good
reason because the answer is, well, it depends.
But with a quick review of what it means to act as
a safety pilot and the relevant limitations of
BasicMed, pilots flying under these rules may find
it easier to determine when they can act as a
safety pilot.
Initially, recall that a pilot is only a “safety pilot”
during simulated instrument flight under FAR
91.109(c). This rule states in part that no person
can operate an aircraft in simulated instrument
flight unless “the other control seat is occupied by
a safety pilot who possesses at least a private pilot
certificate with category and class ratings
appropriate to the aircraft being flown.” With
limited exceptions, the safety pilot must have
adequate vision forward and to each side of the
aircraft, which is to be equipped with fully
functioning dual controls.
With the definition of a safety pilot in mind,
consider a flight in simulated instrument
conditions where Pilot A is under the hood and is
acting as Pilot in Command (PIC), and Pilot B is
acting as safety pilot in the other seat. Pilot B’s
presence is required under FAR 91.109(c) for the
portion of the flight that Pilot A is in simulated
instrument flight, so Pilot B is then referred to
under the regulations as a “required pilot flight
crewmember.”
Now for the critical limitation: under federal law,
BasicMed only applies to a pilot acting as PIC and
does not apply to required pilot flight
crewmembers like the safety pilot in the example
above. When acting as a required pilot flight
crewmember, FAR 61.3(c) requires the safety
pilot to have a valid and appropriate medical
certificate.

The simple solution for a BasicMed pilot who
wants to act as a safety pilot under FAR 91.109(c)
without a medical certificate is to meet all
currency and qualification requirements to act as
PIC, and to act as PIC during the portions of the
flight in simulated instrument conditions. Even
though the pilot under the hood cannot
simultaneously act as PIC, the simulated
instrument flight still satisfies that pilot’s recent
flight experience requirements for a PIC under
FAR 61.57, since that regulation does not require
the pilot to be acting as PIC while he or she
performed the required tasks during the
simulated instrument flight.
Importantly, note that whenever a BasicMed pilot
acts as PIC, then the entirety of the flight from
takeoff to full-stop landing must be conducted
within the flight condition limitations of
BasicMed. The FAA has stated that this limitation
applies even if another qualified pilot holding a
medical certificate is also present and able to act
as PIC. Finally, be sure to confirm that the
aircraft limitations do not restrict the PIC to the
left seat, and that anyone acting as PIC meets all
applicable insurance requirements.
Plan every flight as if your life depends on it.
It Does!
~ Jan Jansen, Safety Officer

HANGAR RASH

o

While flying in New York air space I
heard this controller:

o

Controller: Piper turn right 20 degrees.

o

No response

o

Controller: Piper turn right 20 degrees

o

Still no response (must have seen Piper
turn on screen)

o

Controller: Piper instead of nodding your
head, key your mic and answer me!!!
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